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Sunday – July 10, 2016 

Heart to Heart... 
Have you ever found yourself confused? You weren’t sure what to do or if you were doing 

the right thing? She was a young mother of three and spoke: “One person tells me this and 
another that! I don’t know what is right. I am totally confused.” 

We all have been through the state of confusion at one point or the other. We need to learn: 
“For God is not a God of confusion but of peace, as in all the churches of the saints.” (I 
Corinthians 14:33) Confusion never comes from God. Where does it come from? 

First, we must recognize when we are confused we are listening and walking toward the 
wrong source of wisdom. James 3:13-16 speaks that disorder and every evil thing are the result 
of the wrong source of wisdom. The wrong source of wisdom will always lead one into 
confusion. It happened in the garden where God gave one simple direction and the devil came 
along and confused the minds by presenting another alternative. 

Secondly, James 3:17-18 speaks to the wisdom of God. God’s wisdom will never confuse but 
lead us into purity, peace and the proper thinking and actions. When we look to God and walk 
under His direction we will sow His righteousness and peace. Peace lacks when one is confused. 
To walk with God means you must be willing to submit with your heart. If you submit with your 
heart you will listen to God as the only source, and confusion will leave. 

If one doesn’t respond to God when they are confused, things will become worse in the 
situation you need help in. For confusion to leave, you must become single minded and listen to 
God. “But if any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who gives to all generously and 
without reproach, and it will be given to him.” (James 1:5) There lies the answer. God has the 
wisdom and is not the source of confusion. You have to come humbly before God believing He 
has the answers while seeking His answer. If one doesn’t, they will continue their walk in 
confusion and the answers they desperately seek start fading. Greater mistakes are made. 
Situations become worse. Hope is lost. We are left bewildered, adrift, mixed up and tossed about. 

God has the help and answer for every situation in life but He will not grant any progress or 
answers to those who do not seek Him and Him alone. God isn’t going to stand beside man’s 



wisdom and share in that! Yet here are people who proclaim Jesus and their lives are confused 
and miserable. The question is “Why?” God’s not their source! 

The reason many stay confused is because they never become single-minded looking one 
direction for their answers. Take an expert marksman. How many bulls-eyes could he hit if he 
were blindfolded? What about our lives? If God’s wisdom will take me into peace, gentleness, 
mercy and being reasonable, why would we look anywhere else for our answers? How sure is 
God’s word? Will God keep every promise He makes? Think about it!!!   
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